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I am burdened with glorious purpose.
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Although I’m 
describing a lot 
of shiny new 
technologies in 
this session...

Containers
Docker

Kubernetes
OKE

Configuration-as-Code
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...don’t do anything you see here.
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If Oracle Analytics Cloud (OAC) can 
work for you, then you should use it.
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Kubernetes has a steep learning curve.
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Why OAC won’t work for you

You have custom configurations, 
including security, that OAC 
doesn’t support.

It may be easier to 
abandon those custom 

configurations.

You want to support sandboxing 
for development and CI/CD.

Use a combination of OAC and 
compute or container-based 
development environments.

Programmatically scale OAC with the 
ScaleAnalyticsInstance REST 

endpoint.

You want to elastically scale 
Oracle Analytics based on usage.
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Forget about how you do things today 
on-prem. It’s often easier to change 
human processes.
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…was not interested in the 
authentication or authorization 
options available with OAC.

Our customer… 

…did not want to use OAC to do 
actual metadata and catalog 
development.

…has a company-wide mandate 
for teams to use CI/CD and 
configuration-as-code with their 
platforms.
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Containerizing OAS

We could run separate 
containers for OAS and 
the FMW repository 
database.

The FMW repository will 
only work for the exact 
installation of OAS.

Reconfiguring the domain at 
container startup would do the trick.
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The main reason we build a single 
image is to seed the latest 
metadata and catalog content 
inside the image.

* More to come
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* Not representative

FROM oraclelinux:7-slim AS base

ENV ORACLE_BASE=/opt/oracle \
    OAS_ORACLE_BASE=/opt/oracle/oas \
    JAVA_HOME=/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_271-amd64

COPY download_binary.sh /

COPY weblogic.rsp oas_install.rsp ${INSTALL_DIR}/

RUN download_binary.sh ${WLSB} && \
    download_binary.sh ${OASB} && \
    java -jar ${WJAR} -silent -responseFile weblogic.rsp && \
    java -jar ${OJAR} -silent -responseFile oas_install.rsp && \
    config.sh -silent -responseFile /home/oracle/oas_config.rsp
...

Dockerfile
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docker build workflow

# Build your docker image locally
docker build --tag oas .

# Test you docker image locally
docker run -p 9500-9520:9500-9520 --name oas oas

# Commit and push your changes
git commit -m “New changes to OAS 5.9 image”

# Your CI/CD process builds and tests the image
# Then it’s published to a container repository
docker build --tag redpillanalytics/oas:5.9.0 .
docker push redpillanalytics/oas:5.9.0
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That was docker. Now let’s look at kubernetes.
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VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

This is our Kubernetes cluster
We can use the API to schedule 
a series of k8s resources.
Tools such as  kubectl and  oci ce 
interact with the API.
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Pod: one or more collocated containers

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Deployment: A ReplicaSet of Pods

Service: An in-cluster load-balancer
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VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

deploy.yaml: a ReplicaSet of 3 OAS pods

Pod Pod Pod

service.yaml: pod load-balancer

Image

Service

Internet Gateway
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* Not representative

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
spec:
  replicas: 3
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: oas
  template:
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: oas
        image: phx.ocir.io/rpa-devops/oas:5.9.0
        ports:
          - containerPort: 9502
            name: bi-port
        tty: true
...

deployment.yaml
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Resources
Set minimum and maximum resource 
requirements for the pod.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod Pod

Service
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* Not representative

spec:
  containers:
  - name: oas
    image: phx.ocir.io/rpa-devops/oas:5.9.0
    ports:
      - containerPort: 9502
        name: bi-port
    tty: true
    resources:
      requests:
        cpu: "1"
        memory: "4Gi"
      limits:
        cpu: "2"
        memory: "8Gi"

...

deployment.yaml
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High Availability
Use the liveness probe configuration to 
check for OAS availability and take 
corrective action.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod Pod

Service

Pod
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* Not representative

spec:
  containers:
  - name: oas
    image: phx.ocir.io/rpa-devops/oas:5.9.0
    ports:
      - containerPort: 9502
        name: bi-port
    tty: true
    livenessProbe:
      exec:
        command:
        - nqcmd.sh
        - -d
        - AnalyticsWeb
        - -u 
        - weblogic
        - p
        - Admin123
        - -s
        - test.sql
      initialDelaySeconds: 10
      periodSeconds: 5

deployment.yaml
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Horizontal Pod Autoscaler
An API resource and controller that 
automatically creates new pods based on 
resource allocation.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod Pod

Service

Pod
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OAS Sandboxing

Without Weblogic clustering, 
each pod is serving an isolated 
version of the RPD and catalog.

@RedPillA

RPD or catalog changes in a 
single pod are not propagated 
to other pods.

To support real-time, online 
development, we introduced OAS 
sandboxing.
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VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod Pod

Service

Pod

Service

Metadata Catalog

In Progress

Image

Pull 
Request

Done
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Canary Deployments
Slowly roll-out new versions of the Image 
(including RPD and catalog) based on 
percentages over time.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod Pod

Service
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Canary Deployments
Slowly roll-out new versions of the Image 
(including RPD and catalog) based on 
percentages over time.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod Pod

Service

Pod
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Canary Deployments
Slowly roll-out new versions of the Image 
(including RPD and catalog) based on 
percentages over time.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod Pod

Service

PodPod
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Canary Deployments
Slowly roll-out new versions of the Image 
(including RPD and catalog) based on 
percentages over time.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Pod

Service

PodPodPod
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Canary Deployments
Slowly roll-out new versions of the Image 
(including RPD and catalog) based on 
percentages over time.

VM VM VM VM

Kubernetes API

Service

PodPodPodPod
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